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ABBREVIATIONS 

Chief Technical Adviser 

Estimate 

Expert Hanoi. Post 11-02. etc. 

Expert Ho Chi Minh City. Post 11-02. etc. 

Fellowship Hanoi No. 1. etc. 

Fellowship Ho Chi Minh City No. 1. etc. 

Job Description 

Ministry of Light Industries 

Not available 

Nati'lnal Project Director 

Project Document 

Requisition No. XX 

Study Tour Hanoi No. I. etc. 

Study Tour Ho Chi Minh City No. I. etc. 

Textile Research Institute. Hanoi 

Textile Research Sub-Institute. Ho Chi Minh City 

Tri-Partite Review Meeting 

Terminal Tri-Partite Review Meeting 

Union of Textile Enterprises 
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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This first mission by the CTA took place within the period 13 November 

1988 to 13 January 1989. 

Equipment presented most problems since the latest estimate was nearly 

$720.000 as compared with the budget of SSSl.900. As MOLi indicated that 

no additional funds could be made available at this time. the most essential 

items were ordered. further information was requested on some major items 

and all items not yet ordered were grouped into priori ties 1. 2 and 3. Since 

all the equipment requested is important to the fulfilment of the objectives 

of the project. some difficult decisions will have to be taken when all 

the information is available. 

One study tour has been completed. Nomination forms for the second study 

tour and the five fellowship groups were completed and submitted to MOLi 

for signature. Unsigned copies were given to Ms B. Tassew of the UNIDO 

Training Section who will follow them up when she visits Hanoi in February. 

Job descriptions for the five experts were agreed with the NPD. 

A revised Work Plan was agreed with the NPD. 

A programme of work to be carried out by the NPD in the absence of the 

CTA was provided. 

.. 



II INTRODUCTION 

The main object.:.vt! of the project is to increase the availability of cotton 

textiles for domestic consumption which is in line with the Government• s 

development plan for the period 1986-90 which emphasizes the need to expand 

the production of consumer goods. especially clothing. by means of increased 

utilization of indigenous raw materials. 

The immediate objective of the project is to strengthen the Textile Research 

Institute's capability of conducting cotton fibre evaluation and spinning 

development work. with particular emphasis on the use of short stapl~ cotton. 

This will enable the Institute to advise spinning mills on optimum processing 

conditions when using such cottons and to develop an improved hand spinning 

technology for use in remote rural areas. 

The textile industry in Vietnam comprises about 880.000 spindles and ll.000 

looms. roughly equally divided between the North and the South and generally 

operating at 50 per cent of installed capacity. Yarn production increased 

from 31.000 tons in 1981 to 51.000 tons in 1985 and fabric production from 

ll6 million metres in 1981 to 203 million metres in 1985 ( = 3. 4 metres per 

capita). It is the intention of the Government to increase the fabric avail

ability to 8 metres per capita by the year 2000. Assuming a population 

increase from the present 60 million to 70 million by the year 2000 this 

would mean a fibre raw material requlremrnt of about 150.000 tons of which 

100.000 would be cotton. The present cotton consumption is 60.000 tons 

per year - virtually all of it imported. 

Of the 100.000 ton cotton requirement in the year 2000 the Government plans 

to cover 30.000 tons through local production - half of it plantation cotton• 

and the other half smallholder cotton••. This latter variety is the "short 

fibre cotton" to which the title of this project refers. It ls srown on 

small plots mainly in the northern part of the country by vUlasers who 

convert 1t into coarse yam and fabric using extremely primitive hand spinning 

and weaving techniques. The present production i'I limited to ahout 1.000 

tons of lint cotton per year - roushly equivalent to 1,5 metres per capita 

among the northern hill tribes who grow and process 1t for their own use. 

• Hirsutum, 25-30 mm 

•• Arboreum. 16-25 mm 
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The stated goal of the Government to have 15,000 tons of this smallholder 

::otton available to the mill sector by the year 2000 is ambitious but not 

Wlrealistic. The Government intends to pursue it by increasing the area 

Wlder cotton cultivation and the yield per hectare and by making available 

to the rural population improved methods and equipment for ginning and 

spiming part of the cotton !or local use . 

. -
At present. the area Wlder cotton cultivation in the rural areas is about 

20,000 ha and the yield some 150 kg/ha. Assuming that the yield can be 

increased to 500 kg/ha - which would still r:.a only about one third of a 

normal plantation yield - the area Wlder cotton cultivaH~ should be increased 

five-fold to 100,000 ha by the year 2000 in order to produce 17,000 - 18:000 

- tons of lint cotton per year. The rural communities would process 2. 000 

- 3. 000 tons of this for their own use and the rest - 15. 000 tons - would 

be available for the mill sector. 

For the northern hill tribes. with a population of some 3 million, 2,000 

- 3,000 tons of short fibre lint cotton would mean about 3,3 metres per 

ca pi ta of coarse cloth - twice their current consumption and sufficient to 

cover their need for that type of fabric. 

Increasing the area under cotton cultivation five-fold should not present 

a problem, provided the farmers have an incentive for substituting cotton 

for other cash crops such as groWld nuts. tapioca and beans. Also, it 

should be possible to increase the yield to about 500 kg/ha. provided that 

measures are taken to make available to the farmers suitable seed, fertilizer 

and insecticides. An FAO project• is addressing this issue. 

The extremely short fibre length of smallholder cotton causes problems at 

all stages of the spiming process and, as stated, commercially available 

production equipment is normally not intended for this type of raw material, 

it is necessary to adjust and, in some cases, modify it to accommodate 

the short fibre. It will be the task of the Textile Research Institute to 

advise the textile mills on how to adjust and modify their production pro

cesses. and to be ready for this task when smallholder cotton is available 

for mill r,onsumption in significant quantities. The Institute must start 

developing that knowledge now. To enable it to do so, external assistanc.J 

is needed to provide the necessary laboratory and pilot plant equipment, 

•op /VJE/84/001 - Cotton Research Extension 
and Development (Phase II ) 
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expertize and training of the Institute's stdff. 

The sections which require updating to enable the Institute to carry out 

research on the use of short staple cotton are the spinning department and 

the testing sections associated with it - the cotton fibre and yam testing 

laboratories and the miniature spinning sections. At present the s~.inning 

department possesses a range of eq1.1ipment of Eastern European and Chinese 

origin covering the processing stages from carding through to ring spinning. 

This should be augmented by an integrated blow-room · that would enable 

the opening up raw cotton and making it into laps suitable for feeding into 

cards. This will make it possible to transform raw cotton into yam at 

the Institute without having to have the opening stages carried out elsewhere 

- a practice which would not only be inconvenient but also impractical when 

dealing with the relatively small quantities of raw cotton usually available 

for research purposes. Also, in most instances, the performance data from 

the blowroom is important to the investigation and this can only be obtained 

when the experiment is carried out oo site. The proposed range of machines 

in the blowroom is the minimum possible and it is recommended that the 

cotton is passed through it twice to achieve the necessary degree of opening 

and cleaning. In addition, the InstitJte requires equipment for a technique, 

more suitable for spiJming very short staple cotton than the rlngframes they 

now possess; a small-sized open-end rotor machine. 

Both the fibre testing and yarn laboratories are equipped for slow, manual 

testing methods which restrict the amount of testing that can be carried 

out and consequently limit the lines of research that can be pursued. In 

the fibre test laboratories this can be overcome by installing rapid methods 

for measuring fibre length (Digital FibrographJ, fibre fineness and maturity 

(IJC/Shirley Maturity Meter) and strength (Pressley). A Shirley Analyser 

(or its equivalent) will be provided so that the trash content of cotton 

can also be measured and, in addition, a Micronaire instrument with its 

associated equipment so that the Micronaire value can be determined. 

(Micronaire value is a measure, obtained by an airflow method, in which 

values of fibre fineness and maturity are combined. Its virtues are that 

it is an easy measurement to make and its significance is t1fdely understood 

b)' spinners. ) 

The yarn testing section will be equipped for rapid tests for single yarn 

strength and its variability ( Uster Dynamat) and for measuring yarn irrasular

Uy, fault level and cleanliness on the Uster EveMess Tester. These last 
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two instruments enable detailed analyses to be made of the effect of changes 

in the processing conditions at any stage along the yarn produc.tion sequence. 

A miniature spinning plant will permit the spinning of sufficient yam from 

a 42 g sample of cott::m to enable measurements of count and a visual assess

ment of its appearance to be made. From this information it is possible 

to determine the commercial __ spinning limit of a cotton and the quality of 

the yarn which will be produced. The equipment can also be used to prepare 

slivers suitable for feeding to the open-end spinning machine. thus enabling 

miniature tests to be carried out also on this novel system both quickly 

and from very small quantities of fibre. 

At the other end of the scale. processing of small-holder cottoo into coarse 

count yarns and fabrics for farm work clothing will continue in the northern 

rural communities where it is grown. If the present. primitive and totally 

inadequate methods and equipment for ginning. opening and spinning could 

be improved. it would provide an added incentive for these farmers to 

increase their cottoo cultivation. The p1~t equipment productivity is 

so low that increasing it ten-fold or more should present few technical 

problems. It is larsely a question of choosing from the various available 

technologies and equipment one that could be easily adapted to the conditions 

in these villages and manufactured at the lowest possible cost. 

The Textile Research Institute has already started work in this area and 

produced a few prototypes of ginning. opening and spinning equipment with 

improved productivity compared with the equipment currently used in the 

villages. However. further development work is necessary to perfect these 

and to experiment with alternative techniques. For this the Institute needs 

external assistance to atve it access to potential sources of appropriate 

technology and to autde its staff in the development work. 
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Ill RECOMMENDATIONS 

l. The study tour should take place as soon as possible so that the senior 

staff will be back in time to receive the equipment and experts. 

2. Training should follow the sequence - fellow~hip. installation 

commissioning of equipment. working with experts. 

and 

3. The Purchasing Department of UNIDO should follow up the recommend

ations in Amex 1. 

4. UNIDO should initiate recruitment of the Experts. 

5. The NPD should follow the programme outlined in Amex 5 and try 

to implement the Revised Project Work Plan (Amex 4) as closely as 

possible. 

6. The NPD should see that the formalities for the appointment of the 

CTA for the remainder of the project are completed as soon as possible. 

7. The CTA should prepare for future missions keeping in mind the need 

to write reports for and to participate in important meeting:;, e.g. 

TRM's and the mid term cluster evaluation of UNDP assisted projects 

in the textile sub-sector. 

8. UNDP should settle the dates of TRM's etc. as soon as possible. 

9. Where a number of items of equipment are being supplied by the same 

firm, they should be packed together as one consignment and sent by 

sea freight to economise on shipping costs. 
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r: ACTIVl"!'IES AND OUTPUTS 

Purpose of the Mission 

The main objectives of the mission were:-

Programme 

to review the equipment list and finalize the technical specifica

tions in order to facilitate procurement as early as possible. 

to finalize the training programmes and assist in completion of 

the nomination forms. 

to revise the project work plan taking accowit of events since 

the Prodoc was written. 

to prepare a work programme for the NPD in the absence of the 

CTA. 

to prepare a report and make recommendations of the action to 

be taken to expedite implementation of the project. 

This mission was combined with another mission to the TRI' s Sub-Institute 

in Ho Chi Minh City. which is receiving assistance through a UNIDO project 

DP/VIE/86/015 (see separate report). The dates of the combined mission 

were 13 November 1988 to 13 January 1989. inclusive. 

Although there are two separate UNI DO projects. they are so interlinked 

on the Vietnamese side that it seems only reasonable to consider them con

currently. with a view to achieving maximum coordination. 

Counterparts 

The NDP is Dr. Tran Quoc Thinh, Vice-Director of the TRI. The Director 

of the TRI is Dr. Pham Hoang Ninh. 
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Communication 

Discussions were conducted in English or French. usually through an inter

preter. This report Un draft form) and all other important documents were 

translated into Vietnamese and copies given to the NPD. 

Buildings 

The existing physical and chemical laboratories will be adequate to house 

the new equipment. The bUilding for the pilot plant is virtually completed. 

Equipment 

This presented the most problems. Some items are no longer available whilst. 

in many cases, the actual prices quoted by suppliers far exceed the original 

budgetary estimates. The latest estimate for all available equipment is 

$719,838 compared with the budget of $551,900. 

All the items of equipment requested are important for the fulfilment of 

the project activities, but a& MOLi indicated that no additional funds could 

be made available at this time. the following action was taken: 

essential items were ordered to the value of Sll 7. 226. 

UNIDO w.:re requested to obtain further information on some major 

items. 

the items not yet ordered were grouped into priori ti.es l, 2 and 

3 according to the assessment of the situation by the TRI who 

now regard the blowroom as top priority. 

Full details are gt ven in Annex 1. 

When all the information is received it will be necessary to make some 

final. difficult decisions regarding the equipment. 

Training 

The first Study Tour ( 4 per1tons x 1. 25 m/m? has been completed and was 
a great success. 
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Nomination forms for the ~ond Study Tour ( 5 persons x l month) and the 

5 Fellowship groups (16 persons for a total of 33 n1/m) have been completed 

and submitted to MOLi for signature. Details are given in Annex 2. In 

the meantime. unsigned copies have been given to Ms B. Tassew. a senior 

me1raber of the Tr&ining Section of UNIOO. who plans to visit Hanoi in F~bruary 

to expedite implementation of the UNIOO training programmes and who has 

promised to foJlow up on our applications. 

It is proposed to combine F /Hl with F /51 of Project DP /VIE/86/015 thus 

making a single group of 7 persons which may be easier to organize and 

more cost effective. The title of F /HI has been slightly altered and the 

duration reduced to 3 mooths to coincide with F /SI. 

Experts 

Job descriptions fo.- the 5 experts were prepared in co.,jllllc!ion with the 

NPD. They are: 

EHi CTA 

EH2 Fibre testing expert 

EH3 Blowroom technician 

EH4 Open-end spinning expert 

EHS Appropriate spinning technology advi~er 

It is proposed that the CTA ( EHl) should be the same person as ESl of 

DP /VIE/86/01 :i and that the Fibre testing expert ( EH2) should be the san· ~ 

person as ES2 and that they shouh.' have split missions. 

Copies of the JD's are attached as Annex 3. 

Work Plan 

A revised Work Plan was agreed with the NFD. A copy is attached to this 

report as Annex 4, which also includes the Work Plan for Project 

DP/VIE/86/015 since the two programmes are interlinked and need to be co

ordinated. 
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Programme of Work . for the NPD 

A work programme covering equipment. training. experts. etc .• was prepared 

for the guidance of the NPD in the absence of the CTA. A copy is attached 

as Annex 5. 

Seminars by the CTA 

The CTA save a seminar on •Textile Technology• to the staff of the TRI 

and a seminar on •Project Implementation" to senior staff of the TRI and 

MOLi. 

Mill Visits 

Visits were made to the Hanoi Spinning Mill and to the Central Sericulture 

Research Centre where there is an FAO project in progress. 
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V CONCLUSIONS 

Considerable progress was made during this first short mission in connection 

with the tr&ining programme and identification of the particular areas of 

expertise required by the experts. 

A substantial amount of equipment has already been ordered but there are 

still some important decisions l~ be taken, especially as regards the blowing 

room, open-end spiming and hand spirming equipment. The information re<tuired 

for decision making has been requested. 

The next mission of the CTA should be not later than the fourth quarter 

of 1989 with possibly a short visit in April/May 1989 to keep up the 

momentum. 

The staff '>f the Institute, from the Director downwards, are enthusiastic 

about the project and the work that will hP. carried out by the TRI when 

the project is completed. The textile mills are looking forward to increased 

co-operation with the TRI. 

Provided that a satisfactory solution can be worked out for the equipment. 

the project should be a great success. 
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ANNEX 1 

UNJDO ONUDJ 
UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 

ORGA.'IISATJON DES NATIONS UNIF.S POUR LF. DEVELOPP9ENT INDUSTRIEL 

INTEROFFICE MEH>RANDlM MEK>RAHDtM INTERJEUR 

TO/A: 
Attn: 

Mr. R. Logan, Chief, DA/GS/POR 
Mr. Yamashita 

Eriineva/Nield/e11 

Date: 12 January 1989 

Through: Mr. J. Lequien 1 Bead, 10/T/AGRO 
A. Eriineva, ADV FIDt/DE: 

SUBJECT/OB.JET: VIETNAM: DP/VIE/86/014 

This supersedes 1IY I<lf of 21 November 1988. The CTA, Dr. Roy Nield, has 
now further discussed the equip.ent offers with the project authorities and 
advises on all item= as follows: 

Reg. 88/2/7 - Microsco~ 

Rec<>1111endation: Defer requisition. This is regarded as a priority 3 
item. 

R~. 88/2/8 - Analytical balance 

Recomnendation: Defer requisition. This is regarded as a priority 3 
item. 

Beg. 88/4/l - Set of mini!!yre spinning machines 

Rec011Dend!ti2!!~- This itea would appear to be no longer available. 
Take no action pending the completion of study tour ST/H2 which may thr~ 
light on this matter. 

Reg. 88L4/2 - Blowroom line 

The blowroom equipment is regarded by the TRI as top priority since 
without it they feel tbet they will not be able to carry out their 
work progrume. At pream.~ they have to acquire scutcher laps frOll the 
factories in order to feed their three cards. 

Three quotations have been received: 
Rieter $ 222.878 
R~rgeth $ 331.685 
Truetzschler $ 659.194 

Rieter is cheapest but does not include a scutcher, which is essential 
as there are three cards to feed, and so does not meet the 
specification. The cost of a scutcher is approxiaately $ 100.000. 
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Hcrgeth's offer is high and does not include a full filter plant for 
the dust extracted. 

Truetzschler•s offer is very high but includes 11any items that are not 
required. The Project Document calls for the shortest possible line 
which we believe to consist of: 

- Opening and Cleaning Line comprising Super B&le Opener 1000, Step 
Cleaner SR56 and Cleaner RN; 

- Scutcher Line cc.prising Condenser LVS, PneUll8feeder FS and ScutchP.r 
SME; 

- f'ans, control panel and sillplest effective filter system (Note: the 
-chines will only run for short periods of time); 

- aanual waste collection froa 11achines to facilitate quantitative 
measurements; 

- 118Dual lap doffing (if available); 
- means to re11e>ve cotton froa the pneuaafeeder and return it to the feed 

lattice by hand for a second passage if necessary (as foreseen in the 
ProDoc). 

Based on Truetzschler's quotation it is estimated that the cost of th•· 
above should be approximately $ 320.000 FOB. 

~-B~.:. The estimated C+F charges by the three suppliers vary 
considerably. In practice, they should all be about th~ sam~. 
Therefore it is better to work on FOB prices. 

RPcoanendation.:_ Please check with Truetzschler (Mr. Koch) that thr 
above proposal is feasible and establish the exact price. However, do 
not place the order yet. We question the need for this particular 
118chine and have written to the RR about it. We will revert upon 
receipt of his reply. 

The original specification said "with BD rotors". This is no lont~r a 
requirement. 

This itea is very iJIP()rtant as rotor spinning could prove to be an 
ideal system for Vietna11ese cotton. 

Recom1endation: l. Request Rieter Machine Works, Winterthur, 
Switzerland to quote for a six-spindle 
"Spintrainer"; 

2. Request Spindelfabrik Suessen, Schirr, Stahlecker 
+ Grill GllbH, 7334 Suessen, FRG to quote for a 
four-spindle .. chine; 

3. Request W. Schlafhorst +Co., D-4050 
MOnchengJadbach l, FRG to quote for the short~st 
length "Autocoro type SRZ" with spare parts 
including one additionasl set of combing rollers, 
one additional set of rotors and on~ additional 
set of navels. 
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Reg. 88/5L2 - Saall can drawfr~ to be used with Item 1 of Reg. 88 '5 

R~ndation: Defer consideration until Item 1 of Req. 88/5 is 
resolved. 

Reg. 8816 - Set of band-s2inning machines 

Ho quotations have been received. On the other band, this equipment is 
essential for the implementation of one part of the project. This 
11&tter will be considered by the members of ~tudy tour ST/H2 on 
"Appropriate Spinning Technology". 

Rec~dation: Reconsider at a later date, in the light of the report 
by ST/112. 

Reg. 88/8/l - Uster Evenness TestP.r 

Rec0111111endation: In view of the very high price quoted for this item 
please request Zellweger/Uster to qu~te for their whole range of 
available models. 

Reg. 88/8/2 - Uster D)'!!pat 

Rec~ndation: As item 1 etJove. 

Reg. 88/9 - Set of IJep counti!!i_~..>ards and teaplate 

Ho quotations received. 

Recoanendation: Delet,:; this item. The equipment can be 11ade locally. 
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St.M4ARY or THE PRESENT SI'ruATION AS REGARDS PROJECT EQUIPMENT 

EOUIPHEh'T LIS! 

--------------------------- ---·--- -----------------------
REQ.NO. 

88/2/1 

88/2/2 

88/2/3 

88/2/4 

88/2/5 

88/2/6 

88.'3 

88/7 

Sub-total 

88/4/2 

88[8~ 

Sub-total 

ITEM SUPPLIER AcnJAL PRICE OR EST.($~ 

FUNDS C<MtITTED IN 1988 

Digital Fibro,rapb 

Fibre Opener BlendP..r 

Pressiey 

MicrunairC' 

Fibre Matu,.tty 

Laboratory roller gin 

Vehir.le and spares 

Books 

SDL 

SDL 

Baer 

Baer 

SDL 

L~us 

Air-conditioning Units (2) York 

Kwan Plaifl paper copier 

PRIORITY 1 ITF.MS 

Blowroum line 

Uster Evenness tester 

Truetzschler 

Uster 

PRIORITY 2 ITEMS 

36.752 

6.022 

6.154 

21.174 

6.491 

16.704 

3.000 

19.391 

1.538 

320. 000 Est. 

__ 7~5~-!12 

395.112 

88/5 Rotor spinner (lab.scale not available) Schlafhors' 125.000 Est. 

88/8/2 Uster dxn21&t ·------

s~=to11_l ---------·---------------------- 199.QQQ 
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StMtARY OF THE PRESENT SITUATION AS REGARDS PROJECT EOUireENT 

EQUIPMENT LIST (continued) 

REQ.NO. ITEM SUPPLIER AC'r.;AL PRICE OR EST. ($) 

PRIORITY 3 ITEMS 

88.'2/7 

88/2/8 

88/6 

Microscope 

Analytical balance 

Band-spinning 11achines 

88/9 Nep counting boards 

88/4/1 Miniature spinning plant 

88/5/2 Saall £an~r!Wfr~ 
Sub-total __________ . _____ _ 

Make locally 

Not available 

4.500 Est. 

2.000 Est. 

2.000 Est. 

May not be needed ---------
8.500 Est. ----------------· 
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StMIARY OF EQUIPMENT COSTS 

Funds ~itted in 1988 

lt~~~et ordered 

- Priority 1 items 

- Priority 2 ite.s 

- Priority 3 items 

Equipment budget in Project Document 

cc.: NPD, Dr. Tran Quoc Thinh 

Dr. Nield 

$ 395.112 

$ 199.000 

$ 8.500 

Annex 1 {cont'd) 

$ 117.226 

$ 602.612 

$ 719.838 

------------------

$ 551.900 

----------------- -



Study Tours 

ST/Hl 

ST/H2 

Fellowships 

F/Hl 

F/H2 

F/H3 

F/H4 

F/HS 
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ANNEX 2 

SUMkARY OF STUDY TOURS AND FE-~LOWSHIPS 

Cotton R 6 :::> and spiming technology 

4 x 1. 2511 = 511/11 

ITMA + Europe 

Completed 

Appropriate spinning technology 

5 x 111 = 511/m 

India + Australia 

Cotton fibre testing + 11iniature spir.nins 

4 x 3m = 12m/m 

UK (Combine with F /Sl of VIE/86/015) 

BJowroom installation and maintenance 

3 x lm = 3m/m 

Supplier 

Spimins technolon 

2 x 3m = 6m/m 

W. Germany 

Appropriate technology 

5 x 2m = lOm/m 

India 

Uster eguipment 

2 x Im • 2m/m 
Swl tzerland (Zell weser /Uster) 



Post title 

Duration 
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UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS IRDUS11lIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
ONIDO 

Job Description 
DP/VIB/86/014/ll-01/Jl3102 

Chief Technical Adviser 

January 1989 

12 llODtbs (split •issionsi initial mission two llODths) 

Date required October 1989 

Duty station Hanoi 

Purpose of project The development objective of the project is to increase 
the availability of cotton textiles for damestic 
consmption. This objective is included in the III UNDP 
Country Proo-- for Viet Nim, ParacraPh 50, and is in 
line with the Government's develCJ1199Dt plan for the 

Duties 

period 1986-90 which .,,.,_izes the need to expand the 
production of comnmer iooc1s. especially clothing, by 
Jle8D8 of increased utilization of indiienous 1"191 •terials. 

The hmediate objective of the project i8 to strengthen 
the Textile Research Institute'• capability of conducting 
-:otton fibre evaluation and spinning development work, with 
particular ellpbasis on the use of short staple cotton. 
This will enable the Institute to ac11;ise •pinning •ills on 
optillm processing conditions when using such eottons and 
to develop an !11proved hand apinning teclmology for use in 
remote rural areas. 

- Daig11 of pre>g) • e of research work which will enable the 
Institute to clete~ine ~ to procesa local short ataple 
cotton on various spinninf •chines and to develop a suitable 
8)'8t• of hand spinninf. 

- ec-t..sion the pilot spinninf plant and oversee the 
instal:•tion of new and existing spinninf equilJlleDt. 

- Co-ordinate tbe work of the other experts in ccm11issioninf 
equi119mt and trai .. ~.D.f staff. 

- Train local staff in experimental techniques and auperviae 
their activitia in the research proir~. 

Qualification• Textile defree or diplOll8. At le .. t five years prac+· 
spinninf experience and two years involv....,t of rat; ... ,·ch 
or develop11e11t work. 

Lan"'8(e lngliah 
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Background and Justification 

The textile industry in Viet N811 CQ11Prises abcut 880,000 
spindles and 11,000 lOOllS, roughly equally divided betweP.n 
the North and the South and generally operating at 50 per 
cent of installed capacity. Yarn production increased 
frm 31,000 tons in 1981 to 51,000 tons in 1985 and fabric 
production frm 116 :illion metres in 1981 to 203 aillion 
aetres in 1985 (= 3,4 aetres per capita). It is the 
intention of the Goverwnt to incl ease the fabric 
availability to 8 aetres per capita by the year 2000. 
Au-ing a population increae from the present 60 aillion 
to 70 aillion by the year 2000 this would aean a fibre raw 
-terial require11ent of about 150,000 tons of which 
100,000 would be cotton. The present cotton consumption 
is 60,000 tons per year - virtually all of it iaported. 

Of the 100,000 ton cotton requirement in the year 2000 the 
Governaent plans to cover 30,000 tons through local 
production - half of it plantation cotton* and the other 
half saallholder cottonU. 'l'his latter variety is the 
"short fibre cotton" to which the title of this project 
refers. It is grown on saall plots -inly in the northern 
part of the country by villagers who convert it into 
coarse yarn and fabric using extremely priaitive band 
spinning and weaving techniques. The present production 
is liaited to about 1000 tons of lint cotton per year -
roughly equivalent to 1,5 aetres per capita &110Dg the 
northern hill tribes who grow and process it for their own 
use. 

The stated goal of the Govenment to have 15,000 tons of 
this saallholder cotton available to the aill sector by 
the year 2000 is aabitious but not unrealistic. The 
Govenment intends to pursue it by increasing the area 
under cotton cultivation and the yield per hectare and by 
aaking available to the rural population improved aetbods 
and equilllle'Dt for ginning and spinninl part of the cotton 
for local use. 

At present, the area under cotton cultivation in the rural 
areas is about 20,000 ha mad the yield some 150 kl/ha. 
Assminl that the yield can be increased to 500 kl/ha -
lfhicb would still be only about one third of a no.1"981 
plantation yield - the area under cotton cultivation 

* Birsutm, 25-30 • ** Arboreum, 16-25 • 
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should be increased five-fold to 100,000 ha by the year 
2000 in ord~r to produce 17,000 - 18,000 tons of lint 
cotton per year. The rural COllllUDities would process 
2,000 - 3,000 tons of this for their own use and the rest 
- 15,000 tons - would be available f~r the •ill sector. 

For the northern hill tribes, with a population of some 
3 •illion, 2,000 - 3,000 tons of short fibre lint cotton 
would mean about 3,3 11etres per capita of coarse cloth -
twice their currrent consumption and sufficient to cover 
their need for that type of fabric. 

Increasing the area under cotton cultivation fiv~fold 
should not present a problem, provided the f Bl'llers have 
an incentive for substituting cotton for other cash crops 
such as ground nuts, tapioca and beans. Also. it should 
be possible to increase the yield to about 500 kg/ha, 
provided that lle8SUreS are taken to make available to the 
famers suitable seed, fertilizer and insecticides. 
An FAO project* is addressing this issue. 

The extre11ely short fibre length of -llbolder cotton 
causes problellS at all stages of the spinning process 
and, as standard, Ccm111ercially available production 
equip11ent is nol'Jl8lly not intended for this type ~f raw 
-terial, it is necessary to adjust and, in some cases, 
llOdify it to acc~te the short fibre. It will be the 
task of the Textile Research Institute to advise the 
textile •ills on bow to adjust and modify their production 
processes, and to be ready for this task when ._llholder 
cotton is available for •ill consumption in sigJJificant 
quantities. The Institute 11USt start developing that 
knowledge now. To enable it to do so external 
assistance is needed to provide the DeCet1sary laboratory 
and pilot plant equipment, expertize and training of the 
Institute'• staff. 

The sections which require updating to enable the 
imtitute to carry out r•each on the me of short staple 
cotton are the spinning departmeut and the t•ting 
sections associated with it - the cotton fibre and yarn 
t•ting laboratorie. and the lliniature spinning sections. 
At pnraeat tbe spinning department poesas• a range of 
equipamt of lastem luropean and China& origin covering 
the processing stages from carding tbrougb to ring 
spinning. Thia should be ....._,ted by an integrated blow
room that would enable the opening up raw cotton and 

*DP/Yll/84/001 - Cotton Research lxtension 
and Develop11ent (Phue II) 
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making it into laps suitable for feeding into cards. 
This will make it possible to transfom raw cotton into 
yarn at the Institute without having to have the opening 
stages carried out elsewhere - a practice which would not 
only be inconvenient but also illpratical when dealing with 
the relatively S118ll quantities of raw cotton usually 
available for research pul'll\)Ses. Also, in most instances, 
the perf omnce data from the blCJNr'C>CJa is illportant to the 
investigation and this can only be obtained when the 
experillent is carried out on site. The proposed raoge of 
machines in the bloiwrocJm is the llinmm possible and it is 
rear ended that the cotton is passed tb..-ough it !vice 
to achieve the necessary d-_gree of opening and c1eaning. 
In addition, the Institute requires equipmen{ for a 
tecbnique, 110re suitable for spinning very short staple 
cotton than the ringfnmes they DON possess; a 811811-sized 
open-end rotor -chine. 

Both the fibre testing and yam laboratories are equipped 
for slow, manual testing methods which restrict the ame>1Dlt 
of testing that can be carried out and consequently limit 
the lines of research that can be pursued. In the fibre 
test laboratories this can be overCCJIM! by installing rapid 
methods for Jle88Uring fibre length (Digital Fibrograph), 
fibre fineness and 11aturity (!IC/Shirley Maturity Meter) 
and strength (Pressley). A Shirley Analyser (or its 
equivalent) will be provided so that the trash content 
of cotton can also be measured and, in addition, a 
ff:icronaire instnment with its associated equi)?llent 
so that the Micronaire value can be determined. 
(Micronaire value is e J1eBSure, obtained by an airflow 
11etbod, in which values of fibre fineness and 11aturity 
are combined. Its virtues are that it is an easy 
11e&Surement to make and its significance is widely 
understood by spiJDJers). 

The.yarn testing section will be equipped for rapid tests 
for sin,le yarn strength and its variability (Oster 
Dynmat) and for meuurinf yam irre,ularity, fault 
level and cleanliness on ~be U.ter Bvenness Tester. 
These lut two instrments t."llable detailed analysis to be 
made of the effect of chang• in the processing condi lions 
at any stage along the yarn producti® sequence. 

A •iniature spinninf plant will permit the spinning of 
sufficient yarn fraa a 42 g •ample of cotton to enable 
.. ........,ts of count ad a visual usesaent of its 
appearance to be made. fraa this inf01"88tiOD it is 
poasible to deten1ine the cCJ11mercial Jpinning limit of a 
cotton and the quality of the yarn which will be produced. 
The equipment can al•o be u.ed to prepare slivers suitable 
for feedini to the open-end spinning .. chine, thu. 
enllbling •iniature tests to be carried out also o~ this 
novel system both quickly and fraa very ... 11 
quantities of fibre. 
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At the other end of the scale, processing of small
holder cotton into coarse count yarns and fabrics for farm 
work clothing will continue in the northern rural 
CO.llUllities where it is grown. If the present, pri•itive 
and totally lnadequate methods and equipment for ginning, 
opening and spinning could be improved, it would provide 
an added incentive for these farmers to increase their 
cotton cultivation. The present equipment productivity 
is so low that increasing it ten-fold or 110re should 
present few technical problem.. It is largely a question 
of choosing from the various available technologies and 
equipment one that could be easily adapted to the 
conditions in these villages and manufactured at the 
lowest possible cost. 

The Textile Research Institute has already started work 
in this area and produced a few prototypes of ginning, 
opening and spinning equipment with mp~oved productivity 
COllpared with the equipment currently used in the 
villages. However, further development work is necessary 
to perfect these and to experillent with alternative 
techniques. For this the Institute needs external 
assistance to give it access to potential sources of 
appropriate technology and to guide its staff in the 
development work. 
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UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
UNIDO 

Job Description 
DP/VIE/86/014/ll-02/Jl3102 

.January 1989 

Post title Fibre testing and ainiature spinning expert 

Duration 3.0 aonths (split aissions) 

Date required November 1989 and October 1990 

Duty station Hanoi: with possibility of travel within the country 

Purpose of project To strengthen the Textile Research Institute's capability 
of conducting cotton fibre evaluation and spinning 
cievelopment work, with particular emphasis OD the use of 
short-taple cotton. This will enable the Institute to 
advise spinning aills OD optillull processing conditions when 
using such cottons and to develop an improved hand-spinning 
technology for use in rural 81'ea&. 

Duties 'l'he expert will work in co-operation with counterpart 
personnel and under the leadership of the·Chief Technical 
Adviser (CTA) and will specifically be excpected to assist 
the national staff to 

Qualifications 

Background 
Information 

1. establish testing routines in line with the best 
international standards; 

2. evaluate Vietna.ese and illported cottons; 
3. evaluate Yietnaese produced and imported cotton and 

blended yarns and fabrics; 
4. develop, systmiae and introduce state standards, 

regional standards and branch standards for Vietnaese 
cottou and yam properties based on experience 
statistics; 

5. establish quality .. aurance and certification 
procedures for illported cottons and illported and 
exported yams; 

6. advise text~le •ill• on prabl... relating to textile 
testing and quality control. 

At least 10 years experience in fibre, yarn and fabric 
teating and quality control and certification for export. 
Wide knowlectie of quality standards expected in illporting 
countries. 

Inglish 

As in job description for post 11-01. 
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UNI'l'ED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
UNI DO 

.Job Description 
DP/VIE/86/014/11-03/.113102 

January 1989 

Post title Bloiwroom technician 

Duration One :month 

Date required Late 1990, after delivery of the equipment 

Duty station Hanoi 

Purpose of project To strengthen the Textile Research lnstitute's capability 
of conducting cotton fibre evaluation and spinning 
development work, with particular emphasis on the use of 
short-staple cotton. This will enable the Institute to 
rdvise spinning •ills on optimum processing conditions when 
using such cottons and to develop an illproved band-spinning 
technology for use in rural areas. 

Duties The technician will work in co--operation with counterpart 
personnel and under the leadership of the Chief Technical 
Adviser (CTA), and will specifically be expected to: 

Oualifications 

Background 
Information 

1. demonstrate the full potential of the blowing rooa 
line; 

2. train the local staff in operation, adjustment and 
•intenance of the equipment; 

3. assist in organizing and illplementing processing 
trials. 

Several years experience as fitter/aachine erector with 
the •upplier. Ability to dellonstrate equipment and as•i•t 
with experiaents. 

Inglish 

As in job description for post 11-01. 
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UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
UNIDO 

Job Description 
DP/VIl/86/014/ll-G4/Jl3102 

January 1989 

Post ti tie OE spinning technician 

Duration One month 

Date required August 1990. after delivery of the equipment 

Duty station 11anoi 

Purt;.ose of project To strengthen the Textile Research Institute's capability 
of conducting cotton fibre evaluation and spinning 
development work, with particular emphasis on the use of 
short-staple cottoc. This will enable the Institute to 
advise spinuing •ills on optimm processing conditions when 
using such cottons and to develop an illproved band-spinning 
technology for use in rural areas. 

Duties The technician will work in co--operation with counterpart 
personnel and under the leadership of the Chief Technical 
Adviser (CTA) • and will specifically be expected to: 

Qualifications 

Background 
Information 

I. cte.onstrate the full potential of the OE spinning 
equipment; 

2. train the local staff in operation, adjustllent and 
•intenance of the equipment; 

3. assist in organizing and implementing processing 
trials. 

Several years experience as fitter/•chine erector with 
the supplier. Ability to demonstrate equiP119Dt and assist 
with experiments. 

As in job description for post 11-01. 
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UNITED NATIONS 

UNITED :NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION 
UNIDO 

Job Description 
DP/Vll/86/014/ll--05/Jl3102 

January 1989 

Post title Expert in appropriate spinning technology 

Duration Three 90Dths 

Date required September 1989 

Duty station Hanoi, with travel within the country 

Purpose of project To strencthen the Textile Research lnstitute's capability 
of conducting cotton fibre evaluation and spinning 
develQll98Dt work, with particular aphasia on the use of 
short-taple cotton. 'Ibis will enable the Institute to 
advise spinning •ills on optiaml processing conditicms when 
using such cottons and to develop an :improved hand-spinning 
technology for use in rural areas. 

Duties The expert will work in co-operation with counterpart 
penomael and under the leadership of the Chief Technical 
Adviser (CTA), and will specifically be expected to: 

Qualifications 

Background 
Jnf ormation 

- train local staff in the operation of hand-operated 
equipment for ginning, carding, drawing and spinning 
cotton; 

- review the work already carried out by the TRI in this 
field; 

- participate in tbe development of entirely new hand 
operated •chines; 

- assist in drawing up specifications and designs; 

- assist in the 1111nufacture and testing of prototypes. 

Wide experience of the use of band spinninf equiP119Dt 
includinf finninf, openinf and cleaninf, cardinf, dnlri.af 
and spinning. lnowleclie of the latest develas-mts in this 
field possibly includinf low tecbnole>S)', low coet open end 
spinninf. 

ln11ish 

As in job description for post 11-01. 
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AllNEX S 

•ORK PROGRAMMES FOR NPDs IN ABSENCE OF THE CTA 

As the CTA will only be present for split missions. the NPDs are requested 

to carry out the following in his absence. 

Equipment 

Selection and ordering: 

SUb•it specifications for the reaaining iteas of equipment to UNIDO 

(via UNDP). It is a good idea to write the specifications in soae 

detail and then say •e.g. Model XYZ from aaker ABCD•. 

Select circular knitttns aachine from qootations received from UNIDO. 

Reply to any queries from UNIDO promptly. 

Delivery 

Take delivery of each ite• as it arrives and check that it is in good 

condition. If so. sip Page 9 of the Purchase Order and send it to 

UNIDO for the attention of PAC (through UNDP). File Section 5. 

If there is any damage. report to UNIOO iaaediately. 

Installation 

See that each item la Installed correctly In a suitable location. 

Vehicles 

Take delivery of vehicles. 

Appoint a well-trained driver for each vehicle who should: 

drive conectly (e.a. chansina par at proper times) 

wash the vehicle every day and clean the insides. 
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carry out si•ple •aintenance tasks as specified in Toyota handbook. 

ensure that the vehicle is correctly serviced at intervals specified 

in Toyota handbook. 

be polite and helpful at all times. 

Have •aintenmx:e md servicing instructims translated into Vietnamese 

for the driver's lnfor11ation. 

F.nsure that the vehicle is safely garased. 

Study Tours 

Check that No•L"Mltion For•s are fully and correctly co•pleted and 

sipd. 

Forward forms to MOLi for signature. 

Check that forms are then delivered to UNDP (Hanoi). 

UNDP will then forward them to UNIDO for processing. 

Assist (if necessary) in obtaining passports. visas. health certificates. 

etc. 

Fellowshi2!_ 

Nomination Forms 

Check that nomination forms are fully and correctly completed (at 

'east 4 copies). 

Check that for•s are signed by candidates on each copy (!QI PHOTO

COPY OF SIGNATURE). 

Check that forms are slpd by doctor on each copy. 

Obtain signature of TRI official on each copy. 
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Ensure lan1uage certificate is attached. 

Deliver forms to MOLi for sipture m page 1. 

Check that completed and sipd forms ( 3 copies) are taken to UNDP 

for sipture. 

UNDP will then forward thea to UNIDO. 

N.B. Until sipd fonas are received by UNIDO. UNIDO •ill not take any 

definite action. so it is very l•portant to coaplete the above •entioned 

formalities as som as possible. 

Travel 

Assist (if necessary) in obtaining passports. visas. health certificates. 

etc. 

Briefing 

Give each candidate a detailed briefing prior to departure including 

a list of: 

countries and Institutes to be visited 

people to contact 

specific equipment and/or processes to be studied 

skills to be acquired 

details of information to be brought back 

kind of work candidate will be expected to do on return 

Remind candidates they will be expected to write a report for UNIDO 

when they return. 

Debrief ins 

Discuss details of proaremmes carried out and benefits derived. 

Ensure that retumed candidates write full reports. 

Send reports to t:NIDO. 
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Experts 

CTA 

Folow up request to MOLi to appoint CTA for remainder of projects 

014 and 015. 

N.B. MOLi should write officially to UNDP who will then telex UNIDO. 

This should be done as soon as possible as otherwise the CTA may 

not be available m the specific dates required. 

Other Experts 

Selectim 

Review CV's provided by UNIDO in conjunctim with MOLi. 

preferred candidate. 

Select 

N.B. If none is suitable. write to UNIDO explaining why and requesting 

CV' s of more candidates. 

Give UNDP name of selected candidate and approximate date required. 

UNDP will then request UNIDO to recruit selected candidate. This could 

take several mmths. 

On Arrival 

Help expert to complete all formalities quickly. 

Introduce expert to ceu1terparts. 

D18CU8& work prograaae. 

Check proves• from time to time. 

Provide secretarial auiatance. etc. 
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Any Other Matters that •ay Arise 

Many other proble•s will arise during the implementation of these 

projects. Try to solve these proble•s as they occur. Otherwise 

record the• for discussion with the CTA during his next •ission. 

Reporting 

Keep files of all documents and correspondence relating to the projects. 

Make a •note for the rue• of every i•portant decision and the action 

taken for the inforaation of the CTA and for inclusion In the Final 

Report. 




